Get Your Staff Their Ham
Radio Licenses in Just One
Day!
Special for public safety, EMS, hospitals, etc.

Our “HamCram” Technique has a
Better Than 90% Pass Rate
California Emergency Volunteers, a 501(c)(3)
non-profit founded to support and train first
responders wants to help more of them get a
ham radio license.

Hams provide critical communications when
emergency strikes. Amateur Radio is also useful
for volunteer events or just as an exciting
hobby.

For nearly a decade we have run a very
successful one-day licensing event called a
HamCram. Your staff can get their Amateur
Radio License in a single day using our proven
technique. No Morse code test is required!

There is no easier or quicker way to get a ham
radio license.

Thousands have gotten their licenses at our
events by studying the actual questions and
answers, some of which will appear on the FCC
exam given at the end of the day.
No memorization is required. With the
HamCram technique the answer that “looks
right” usually is. More than 90 percent of
students pass their license exam on their very
first try.
This is NOT a ham radio training course. Those
can be arranged separately.
HamCram is an easy way for emergency workers
(paid and volunteer), CERT team members and
others who might use Amateur Radio in an
emergency to get their licenses.

HamCram is for persons seeking their first
license (Technician Class) as well as current
hams seeking to upgrade from Technician to
General Class.
We are offering a limited number of free
HamCrams for agencies and organizations in
San Joaquin County. You provide the location
and printing – about 80 pages per attendee.
We’ve already trained hospital staff, law
enforcement, EMS, tribal government and other
groups. We are looking forward to helping your
team gain an additional communication
resource.
For more information and to find out if your
agency/organization qualifies visit
www.cevol.org/free or email
hamcram@hamcram.org

